.076  *Agricultural industries

Including agricultural assistance

Class here comprehensive works on primary industries

For mineral industries, see 343.077

See also 343.078637 for regulation of dairy and related products industries; also 344.049 for veterinary public health

.076 3–.076 6 Specific commodities of culture of plants, of domestic mammals, of domestic birds

Add to base number 343.076 the numbers following 63 in 633–636, e.g., forest products 343.076498; then add further as instructed under 342–347, e.g., cases involving forest products 343.0764980264

.076 8–.076 9 Specific commodities of insect culture, of culture of invertebrates and cold-blooded vertebrates, of aquaculture

Add to base number 343.076 the numbers following 63 in 638–639, e.g., products of fishing 343.07692, products of whaling 343.076928, products of sealing 343.076929, products of fishery of invertebrates 343.07694; then add further as instructed under 342–347, e.g., cases involving products of fishing 343.076920264

*Add as instructed under 342–347